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Abstract: In this study a modified and accurate Genetic Algorithm (GA) is proposed. Uncertain nature of 
probability of mutation (Pmute), in general GA methods, causes difficulty in defining this parameter. On the 
other hand there is always a critical unknown value for Pmute. Choosing Pmute above the critical value leads 
to high and also constant accuracy and is required high number of iterations, while smaller Pmute values 
result in low accuracy and less iteration. There are few values for this parameter that guarantee answer 
accuracy with low iteration. In order to soften this problem we propose the modified mutation method. The 
proposed method has two major advantages in compare with simple mutation; first Pmute in this method is 
replaced with two new parameters (Pstart and Derate) which alleviate the problem of Pmute tuning. Second the 
answer accuracy in this algorithm is high but not constant similar to simple mutation methods. The
maximum value of six multivariable sample functions is computed using both general and the proposed 
methods. Two important parameters, convergence rate and answer accuracy, are considered as factors to 
compare these methods. The results confirm effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method against 
general methods. 
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INTRODUCTION

John Holland's pioneering book Adaptation in
Natural and Artificial Systems [1] showed how the
evolutionary process can be applied to solve a wide 
variety of problems using a highly parallel technique 
that is now called the Genetic Algorithm (GA).

The genetic algorithm transforms a population of 
individual objects, each with an associated fitness
value, into a new generation of the population. It is 
based on Darwinian principle of reproduction and
survival of naturally occurring genetic operations such 
as crossover and mutation. The genetic algorithm
attempts to find an optimum (or best) solution to the 
problem by genetically breeding the population of
individuals over a series of generations. 

The two important parameters in GA methods are 
accuracy and rate of convergence. A good GA method 
needs low iteration (fast convergence) for getting
accurate answer. The relative merits of crossover,
mutation and other genetic operators have long been 
debated in the literature of genetic algorithms. Without 
mutation in complex systems, answer accuracy is poor. 
Also crossover and fitness affect on number of
iterations. Several researchers have been presented
theoretical arguments that show mutation can be more 

useful than was previously thought. The empirical
results confirm the strength of mutation [2-4]. Others 
have produced new arguments in favor of crossover [5]. 

A major problem in using mutation is how to 
choose the Probability of mutation (Pmute). The
uncertain nature of this parameter is a disadvantage. 
There is a critical unknown value for Pmute. Choosing 
Pmute above the critical value lead to high and also 
constant  accuracy  and  the number of iterations 
increase, while smaller Pmute values result low accuracy 
and fewer iterations. There are few values for this 
parameter that guarantee answer accuracy with low
iteration.

In order to soften this problem we propose the 
modified mutation method. The proposed method has 
two major advantages in compare with simple
mutation; first Pmute in this method is replaced with two 
new parameters (Pmute and Derate) which alleviate the 
problem of Pmute tuning. Second the answer accuracy in 
this algorithm is high but not constant similar to simple 
mutation methods.

GA GENERAL METHODS

We can divide methods by three main operators: 
selection, crossover and mutation.
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Selection
Initial samples selection

• Randomly create an initial samples in search space.
• Create a sequential initial samples in search space.

Selection scheme in algorithm

• The probability to choose a certain sample is
proportional to its fitness. Algorithm at last is 
permit to select N/2 samples from N initial samples 
(Roulette wheel).

• Algorithm chooses N/2 samples with better fitness 
and discards other samples (Ideal selection).

• The probability to choose a certain sample is
proportional to its fitness but if the sample with 
best fitness discards, algorithm replaces this sample 
with one of selected samples and discards it
(Elitism).

Cross over

• One-point crossover: two strings cut at a randomly 
chosen position and swapping the two tails. One-
point crossover is a simple method for GAs.

• N-point crossover: Instead of only one, N breaking 
points are chosen randomly. Every second section 
is swapped. 

• Segmented crossover: Similar to N-point crossover 
with the difference that the number of breaking 
points can vary.

• Uniform crossover: For each position, it is decided 
randomly if the positions are swapped.

• Shuffle crossover: First a randomly chosen
permutation is applied to the two parents and then 
N-point crossover is applied to the shuffled
parents.

Mutation

• Inversion of single bits: With probability Pmute, one 
randomly chosen bit is negated.

• Bitwise inversion: The whole string is inverted bit 
by bit with probability Pmute

• Random selection: With probability Pmute, the
string is replaced by a randomly chosen one.

Any  combination  of  these  operator  types  makes 
a  GA  method. In practice, a desired GA method 
rapidly and effectively optimizes complex, highly
nonlinear, multidimensional systems. A desired GA
method  should  be  faster  than  other  methods  and 
more precise.

Among these operators, defining mutation is more 
crucial than others because of its uncertain nature.
Setting this probability higher than critical value, lead 
to high answer accuracy. The drawback is increasing 
the numbers of iterations. If this value is assumed 
smaller than critical value, answer accuracy will be
poor and number of iterations will be low. There is a 
narrow band for this parameter that guarantee answer 
accuracy with low iteration. Because of certain nature 
of other parameters in compare with mutation, they are 
not as important as mutation.

THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this method, mutation operator has been
changed for improving GA parameters. Mutation only 
occurs in positions where bit value of all samples at that 
position is the same. For example at the following 
samples the bit value in defined mutation point in all 
populations is the same while other positions have got 
two values 0 and 1. For this reason mutation only 
occurs in this position and other bits do not change by 
mutation. It is obvious that the mutation in proposed 
method occurs only in defined bits (in our example four 
bits) while general methods apply mutation in all bits 
(in our example 32 bits). This modified mutation point 
selection lead to better system performance. 

Assume one point crossover occur in group 1 and 
group2 at defined positions. After mutation for samples 
2 and 4 the  bit  value in  mutation  point  is  negated 
(Fig. 1).

At the next step if child with mutation (number 2 
and 4) remain in selection process, the mutation is said 
to be good and algorithm continues without any change. 
On the other hand if these children do not remain in
selection process, mutation is not appropriate. This 
indicates increasing the probability of appearing zeroed 
bit at this location in the final answer. This means that 
probability that defined bit (at mutation point) be zero 
at final answer is big. Facing this conditions lead us to 
finding a way that decrease the probability of mutation 
in defined bit. In the above example the first assumed 
Pmute is 0.5 because the mutation occurred in half of 
child. As a solution we can assume at next step this 
probability is 0.25 as a result defined bit in one of four 
child is negated. 

In this method we define different probability of 
mutation for each position (In Fig. 1 eight separate
Pmute). This probability Pmute is similar for all bits
comprising the mutation point.

In order to evaluate the probability changes in a 
better way we define Pstart instead of Pmute. Pstart is the 
probability of changing bits in mutation point at first 
mutation  which  is  0.5  in  the  above  example. Pstart is 
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Fig. 1: Parents and child in an example of proposed algorithm

Fig. 2: Probability changes in proposed method and 
Derate effect of Derate

assumed to be equal in all bit positions. Another major 
parameter in the proposed method is decrease rate
which is defined Derate (Decrease Rate). Derate describes 
the rate of decreasing Pstart between two successive 
mutation steps. In above example Pstart is assumed 0.5 
and 0.25 for first and second steps, respectively. De rate
is defined by division of these two probabilities which 
is 0.5. Following this procedure, the third Pmute
computed for above example is 0.125 (Fig. 2). 

It is obvious that Derate value would be bigger than 
1 and should be positive. Setting this parameter close to 
1 may result in low convergence rate (very high number 
of iterations). Setting this parameter to a big value leads 
to a general mutation system with low Pmute. The
experimental results given in section 5 demonstrate the 
optimum selected values for these parameters.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

As a comparison between the proposed method and 
general method the maximum value of six sample
functions is computed using both general and the

proposed methods. Two important parameters,
convergence rate and answer accuracy, are considered 
as factors to compare these methods. Convergence rate 
obtained by consideration the number of iterations and 
initial population. For example for a system with the 
number of initial populations of 32 which needs 24
iterations for finding optimum point, the function has to 
be computed 32+23*16=400 times. In first iteration all 
samples (N sample) has to be computed, while at other 
iterations only new populations (i.e. half of samples) 
are computed. 

If the iterations number is noted by “Iter”, then the 
number of computations is obtained through Eq 1. As 
can be seen from Eq. 1, when the number of iterations 
rises, the number of computations increases. This
means that the convergence rate has been descent.

N N
No. of Computations ......N+ Iter = (2+Iter)

2 2
≡ (1)

The second important parameter which is answer
accuracy is shown as a rational factor (%) for all
functions (Eq 2). In Eq 2 the “Precise answer” is
computed through an exact (ideal) method and the
“computed answer” is the output of different GA
methods.

Preciseanswer-ComputedanswerAnswerAccuracy = ×100
Preciseanswer

(2)

Half of these six sample functions have four
variables which is noted by “first group” (Eq 3 to 5) 
and others have seven variables noted by “second 
group” (Eq 6 to 8). Because of difference between the 
number of variables in these sample functions, the 
number of initial populations is different. Hence, the 
number of initial populations for first and second
groups is assumed to be 32 and 128, respectively. 

Another parameter which has to be set is the
number  of  cross points. The number of cross points for 
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both general and the proposed methods is assumed to 
be 7. The next parameter is number of bits in each 
variable. This parameter for each variable is selected as 
20. Hence, we have 80 bits in first group and 140 bits in 
second group for each sample. The number of cross 
points and bits affects the answer accuracy and number 
of iterations. But based on our simulation results the 
effect of choosing these parameters for two (general 
and the proposed) algorithm are the same, so the
comparative results are independent of these
parameters.

Other requirements are selected as follows; Initial 
samples are selected randomly (defined as type a in 
section 2-1-1), the selection method choose a certain 
sample proportional to its fitness (defined as type b in
section 2-1-2), cross over scheme is type b that was 
described in section 2-1, finally mutation scheme is 
chosen of type b as shown in section 2-3.

The last unknown parameter which we aim to
analyze and evaluate its effect on total performance is 
probability of mutation. This probability Pmute in
general method is equivalent to Pstart and Derate in 
proposed method. Based on our simulation results Derate
variations is more effective than Pstart variations in 
system performance. Hence, we assume a constant
value Pstart = and then analyze Derate effect on system. In 
the proposed method, other parameters such as number 
of cross points, initial population, etc are similar to 
general method. Also because of random nature of GA 
methods, simulation result of each solving process is 
not the same. In our experiments all functions is solved 
100 times. In order to soften this random nature effect 
and get an appropriate answer close to method answer, 
we discard 10% of maximum and minimum obtained 
results and then compute average of the remained 
results. The advantage is that the accuracy is increased 
and errors have been reduced.

The four variable functions (first group) described 
before are: 

1f =(1-x+y^2-2y)*cosh(x/k)*...
(1/(cos(z-2)+2))*......sinh(z/k)^2*(x-k/4)

(3)

2 2 2
2

2

f =(1-x y ) cos(xy) ......(1/cosh(z-2))

cos(k-2z) (k+ /4)

× ×

× × π
(4)

2 2
3

2 2

0.66 2 3

f =abs(cos(k+sinh(xy-y +3)) ...

...tanh(cos(yz -3z+x)) log(k -3k+4) ...

... (y x -3y xk cos(kz )))

×

× ×

× ×

(5)

For  all  above  functions x, y ∈ [-2 2], z∈[-3 3], 
k∈ [2 5] which are real variables. The maximum  value 

(precise answer) for function Eq 3 is 6.52, for function 
Eq 4 is 5.2 and for function Eq 5 is 1392. 
The seven variable functions (second group) are :

4 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

2 3 2 3 4 3 5 1 6

7 3 6 5 1

f ( x , ,x)=-(x+2)sin(30x )x (x+1)cos(xx -x ^2)
(x ^3-2xcos(10x )-cos(x x ^3)) cos(xx ^2-2x x )

2^(x -2x ^2 abs(x )-cosh(x x ))
× ×
× ×


(6)

4

5 1 7 1 1 2

2 3 3

x 5
3 4 5

5 6 6 7 7

f ( x , , x ) (x 2)sin(20x 1)cos(10x 2)
(x 1) sin(3x 1).cos(7x 3)

(x 3) sin(10x 1)2 cos(20x 2)
(x 4)(x 3)(x 1) x cos(x )

−

= − + + +
− × − +

− × − −
− − +



(7)

6 1 7 1 1 2 2 1 3

5 7 5 5 4 5

4 6 3 7

f ( x , ,x)= -(x+2)sin(30xx )x (x x +1))
sin(2 x x )(x -2)(x x -4)(x -3)
cos(x x ^2-2x x )

π


(8)

For all functions the variables spaces is equal as 
follows:

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

1 2 3

4 5 6 7

x 2 1 , x 2 1 , x 3 3 ,

x 1 5 , x 2 4 , x 1 3 ,x 0 1.8

∈ − − ∈ − ∈ −

∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

The maximum value for function Eq. 6 is 0.111, 
for  function  Eq. 7  is  54.501  and  for  function  Eq. 8 
is 248. 

RESULTS

First group, Number of Initial Population: 32, No. 
Of Cross Point: 7, Type of Selection: Ideal, (proposed 
method Pstart = 0.5).

The simulation results for first group functions set 
is shown in Table 1-3. We define a critical Pmute point in 
general method, which is described as follows. A
critical Pmute point is an optimum point in which answer 
accuracy and number of computations are acceptable. 
Choosing Pmute’s lower or higher than this value cause 
to degradation one of answer accuracy or number of 
computations parameters. In Eq 3, critical value for
Pmute is 0.006, if Pmute less than this value answer
accuracy is poor, while for Pmute higher than 0.006,
answer accuracy is acceptable. The disadvantage is that 
convergence rate decreases (number of computations 
increase). In Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 the critical Pmute values are 
0.002 and 0.004 respectively. For higher values of Pmute
number of computations increase without an efficient 
effect on accuracy. We have not any prior knowledge 
about Pmute so we have to assume an initial value for it. 
This lack of defining Pmute may decrease the system 
performance.
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Table 1: Function 1 (Eq. 3)

Pmute 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01

General method
Answer accuracy as % 27.67 66.26 85.93 91.28 92.49 92.57
Number of computations 321.38 589.83 705.78 826.86 839.70 877.43

Derate 1.2 1.5 2 4 16

Proposed method
Answer accuracy as % 99.60 97.23 95.51 90.92 82.94
Number of computations 1495.60 1056.40 904.00 768.40 687.60

Table 2: Function 2 (Eq. 4)

Pmute 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01

General method
Answer accuracy as % 89.98 97.41 97.08 96.52 95.23 96.57
Number of computations 249.48 312.30 343.31 365.43 351.80 372.94

Derate 1.2 1.5 2 4 16

Proposed method
Answer accuracy as % 99.75 99.77 99.60 99.40 98.99
Number of computations 731.20 566.80 505.20 443.60 404.40

Table 3: Function 3 (Eq. 5)

Pmute 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01

General method
Answer accuracy as % 45.47 68.67 70.40 70.94 72.31 71.12
Number of computations 305.78 506.67 574.81 640.40 682.67 719.01

Derate 1.2 1.5 2 4 16

Proposed method
Answer accuracy as % 86.18 81.60 78.97 77.77 65.64
Number of computations 1370.00 968.00 836.00 713.60 672.00

In proposed system, Derate controls system
parameters. Choosing low values for Derate, increase 
accuracy but decrease convergence rate (increase
number of computations) simultaneously. However this 
parameter has two major advantages in compare with 
Pmute. First, reducing Derate increases accuracy as much 
as possible, while increasing accuracy stop or even 
degrade with increasing Pmute in general method. As can 
be seen from Table 2 (general method) increasing the 
Pmute from 0.002 with accuracy of 97.41 % and number 
of computations 312.30 to 0.008, leads to accuracy of 
95.2 % with number of computations 351.8. 

Also our experiments show that in general method 
increasing the system performance may require
changing the number initial populations or other
parameters, while in the proposed method Derate itself 
can improve system performance. 

Second comparative parameter, convergence rate, 
in the proposed system is approximately lower than or 
equal to general system in first group. 

For verifying result correctness and present a more
reliable result, simulations are repeated for second
group.

Second group, Seven Variables Functions, Number 
of Initial Population 128, No Of Cross Point 7, Type of 
Selection: Ideal, (proposed method Pstart = 0.5).

The simulation results for second group have been 
given in Table 4-6. As can be seen from Table 4
regarding Eq 6, the result of general method is better 
than proposed method. This implies that the proposed 
method may achieve poorer results rather than general 
methods, in some systems. In Eq 7 and 8 the critical 
value for Pmute approximately is 0.004. It is obvious 
from Table 5 and 6 that increasing Pmute from critical 
value does not change significantly accuracy parameter, 
similar  to  first group.  The  results  of  second  group 
(Eq 7, 8) analysis confirm the advantages stated for first 
group. However, the number of computations in these 
functions is higher than that for general method which 
is not an appropriate property.
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Table 4: Function 4 (Eq. 6)
Pmute 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01
General method
Answer accuracy as % 58.26 72.34 74.59 79.93 76.59 82.90
Number of computations 3651.12 4835.90 5052.88 5464.98 5878.63 6304.78
Derate 1.2 1.5 2 4 16
Proposed method
Answer accuracy as % 66.54 61.80 71.91 62.04 55.95
Number of computations 10632.96 7682.56 6735.36 5715.20 5306.88

Table 5: Function 5 (Eq. 7)
Pmute 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01
General method
Answer accuracy as % 75.36 80.04 87.71 86.01 85.62 86.29
Number of computations 3418.54 4135.02 4387.90 4495.61 4484.68 4912.39
Derate 1.2 1.5 2 4 16
Proposed method
Answer accuracy as % 91.23 90.08 85.88 84.07 82.16
Number of computations 8918.40 6699.20 5548.80 5164.80 4811.20

Table 6: Function 6 (Eq. 8)
Pmute 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01
General method
Answer accuracy as % 84.07 93.12 94.74 95.52 96.99 96.07
Number of computations 3961.76 5090.34 5205.85 5611.71 6209.56 6538.93
Derate 1.2 1.5 2 4 16
Proposed method
Answer accuracy as % 98.26 96.61 95.53 94.97 94.74
Number of computations 11289.60 8297.60 7209.60 6153.60 5897.60

CONCLUSION

We proposed a new method for solving Pmute
selection problem in conventional GA systems. In this 
method the effect of Pmute has been removed and two 
new parameters is added to system. The accuracy of 
new method is better than conventional GA methods
and is not limited similar to conventional method. But 
in some situations convergence rate of proposed
method is lower than general method; especially in 
systems with high complexity. The new method has 
been tested for six different systems. The results were
compared with conventional systems in similar
conditions and confirmed the reliability of this novel 
algorithm.

As a future work, we recommend the following 
items. The effect of different values for Pstart has to be 
evaluated. The system robustness via function shape 
has to be studied (which function type, works better in 
proposed method and vise versa).
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